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Harley Davidson Chapter Officers
This eBook (Part One) is the first half of the hardcover book, and contains
approximately 99,000 words and 80 color photos. “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” is
a slang term for banishment which is used by all 1%er outlaw motorcycle clubs
when a member leaves the club of his own volition or is expelled, and the
remaining members are not happy with the actual reason that the member left
the club. In the Bandidos Motorcycle Club, the term “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS”
is their version of being banished to motorcycle club member hell, for an exmember that has been deemed “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” is no longer
allowed to associate with any member of the Bandidos nor attend any Bandido
function. In this expose of his life as a member of the Bandidos Motorcycle Club,
Edward “Connecticut Ed” Winterhalder allows the reader a rare look into how
major decisions were made by Bandido leaders all over the world, how the
Bandidos expanded into the worldwide dynasty they are today, and how the
Bandido machine operates on a day-to-day basis. While a member of the largest
1%er motorcycle club in the world, Connecticut Ed was privy to much information
about the inside workings of the club and what the future held for it. Regularly
assigned projects by the club’s international leader, he was responsible for
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defusing the war between the Hells Angels and Rock Machine in Canada,
establishing new Bandido and support club chapters worldwide, organizing the
club into a well-oiled machine, and mediating internal power struggles between
club members. As founder, President and Secretary of the Bandidos’ Oklahoma
chapter, for the first time in history, Connecticut Ed is your personal guide as you
learn what it takes to establish a new Bandidos chapter and keep it running for
the first few years of its life. In his thirty years of riding and/or associating with
various 1%er outlaw motorcycle clubs, he gives the reader a unique inside look
into the world of today’s 1%er motorcycle clubs. In his last few years with the
Bandidos, Connecticut Ed realized that the club’s ideology was changing due to
the fact that methamphetamine use was now becoming an accepted part of
everyday club life. After failing to alter the destructive course the club was on, he
left the Bandidos Oklahoma chapter in September 2003 “OUT IN GOOD
STANDINGS”. But because of the wealth of information he possessed about the
inner workings of the club, Connecticut Ed’s “out” status was changed to “OUT
IN BAD STANDINGS” by the world President of the Bandidos just before
Thanksgiving 2003. Was he that much of a threat to the worldwide leadership of
the Bandidos? Find out for yourself by reading this book……
Sweet Machines & Bike Night Scenes takes you on a motorcycle journey through
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history. It's a comical look at the bikers of today, the lifestyle, the rallies and the
legends of yesteryear. We'll trace the roots of the biking phenomena and the
emergence of this subculture of society, notoriously known as "bikers." We'll
learn the lingo and join the fun at the most famous of motorcycle gathering spots
like Sturgis, Daytona, Leesburg and Laconia. Some sweet machines, vintage
classics and awesome custom rides will be presented along the way.
Celebrating the motorcycles and the memories that have made Harley-Davidson
an American legend.
American Countercultures: An Encyclopedia of Nonconformists, Alternative
Lifestyles, and Radical Ideas in U.S. HistoryAn Encyclopedia of Nonconformists,
Alternative Lifestyles, and Radical Ideas in U.S. HistoryRoutledge
To stay competitive, firms need to build great products but they also need to lend
these products to the uses and misuses of their customers and learn extensively
from them. This is the first book to explore the idea that allowing customers to
adapt features in online products or services to suit their needs is the key to viral
growth.
What happens when a company's brand needs more than a face-lift? Author
Clyde Fessler, former Harley-Davidson vice president of marketing and business
development, takes you along for a ride through a complete brand overhaul. By
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examining the core principles of brand identity, development, and extension,
Fessler shows how these ideas—paired with his unique “problems are in the
office, solutions are in the field” leadership style—helped reestablish Harley as
one of the most enduring and identifiable brands in the world. In Rebuilding the
Brand, you will: •Explore the six key components of building and maintaining a
powerful brand: brand experience, brand extension, brand association, brand
consistency, brand welfare, and brand team. •Discover the power of “turning
left” when the competition turns right and why breaking away from the pack will
keep you at the center of customers' attention. •Learn how the traction of turning
negatives into positives will help you gain powerful marketing momentum.
From the #1 national bestselling author of Befriend and Betray, an intimate exposé of a
criminal empire and the massacre that nearly started a global biker war. Having once infiltrated
the Bandidos for three years in a landmark police operation, Alex Caine is uniquely positioned
to reveal the untold story of the Hells Angels’ fiercest rivals. Grounded in the crucible of the
little understood Shedden massacre of 2006 and one unlikely prospect’s descent into the biker
lifestyle, The Fat Mexican exposes the violent criminal history of the Bandidos motorcycle club,
the Hells Angels’ fiercest competition: their violent beginnings, the terror their aggressive
expansion caused rivals and innocents alike, and the internal politics and rivalries that drive
them to this day.
This eBook (Part Two) is the second half of the hardcover book, and contains approximately
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86,500 words and 80 color photos. “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” is a slang term for
banishment which is used by all 1%er outlaw motorcycle clubs when a member leaves the club
of his own volition or is expelled, and the remaining members are not happy with the actual
reason that the member left the club. In the Bandidos Motorcycle Club, the term “OUT IN BAD
STANDINGS” is their version of being banished to motorcycle club member hell, for an exmember that has been deemed “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” is no longer allowed to associate
with any member of the Bandidos nor attend any Bandido function. In this expose of his life as
a member of the Bandidos Motorcycle Club, Edward “Connecticut Ed” Winterhalder allows the
reader a rare look into how major decisions were made by Bandido leaders all over the world,
how the Bandidos expanded into the worldwide dynasty they are today, and how the Bandido
machine operates on a day-to-day basis. While a member of the largest 1%er motorcycle club
in the world, Connecticut Ed was privy to much information about the inside workings of the
club and what the future held for it. Regularly assigned projects by the club’s international
leader, he was responsible for defusing the war between the Hells Angels and Rock Machine
in Canada, establishing new Bandido and support club chapters worldwide, organizing the club
into a well-oiled machine, and mediating internal power struggles between club members. As
founder, President and Secretary of the Bandidos’ Oklahoma chapter, for the first time in
history, Connecticut Ed is your personal guide as you learn what it takes to establish a new
Bandidos chapter and keep it running for the first few years of its life. In his thirty years of riding
and/or associating with various 1%er outlaw motorcycle clubs, he gives the reader a unique
inside look into the world of today’s 1%er motorcycle clubs. In his last few years with the
Bandidos, Connecticut Ed realized that the club’s ideology was changing due to the fact that
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methamphetamine use was now becoming an accepted part of everyday club life. After failing
to alter the destructive course the club was on, he left the Bandidos Oklahoma chapter in
September 2003 “OUT IN GOOD STANDINGS”. But because of the wealth of information he
possessed about the inner workings of the club, Connecticut Ed’s “out” status was changed
to “OUT IN BAD STANDINGS” by the world President of the Bandidos just before
Thanksgiving 2003. Was he that much of a threat to the worldwide leadership of the Bandidos?
Find out for yourself by reading this book……
Peggy Maley: ‘What are you rebelling against, Johnny?’ Johnny Strabler (played by Marlon
Brando) ‘Whaddaya got?’ From the 1953 outlaw biker film, The Wild One The phenomenon of
outlaw biker gangs has its origins in the United States in the years immediately following the
end of World War II, when many young men purchased motorcycles – usually HarleyDavidsons – and took to the open road. They formed clubs and developed their own code of
practice based on the celebration of freedom, nonconformity and, in particular, loyalty to the
group and its members. These clubs came to be known as ‘outlaws’ because they were not
authorized by the American Motorcyclist Association (AMA).
This textbook provides students with an essential introduction to the theoretical underpinnings
and practicalities of managing the marketing of events. In order to market events effectively, it
is vital to consider marketing of events from the organiser’s perspective and to link it to that of
the consumers attending events. As such, this is the first book on the topic which reflects the
unique characteristics of marketing in the Events industry by exploring both sides of the
marketing coin – the supply and the demand – in the specific context of events. The book takes
the reader from core marketing mix principles to exploring the event marketing landscape to
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consumer experience and involvement with event marketing and finally strategies and tactics
employed to manage the marketing activities related to events. The use of technology,
importance of sponsorship and PR are also considered. International case studies are
integrated throughout to show practical realities of marketing and managing events and a
range of useful learning aids are incorporated to aid navigation throughout the book, spur
critical thinking and further students’ knowledge. This accessible and comprehensive account
of Events Marketing and Management is essential reading for all students and future
managers.
It's 1901 and a guy named Harley has an idea. Put an engine on a bicycle. What? Outside his
door, carts are still pulled by horses and autos are a rare sight. It's 1908 and a HarleyDavidson motorcycle sets a record by getting 188 miles to a gallon of gas. It's 1909 and the
company introduces something new to its line: a V-twin cylinder engine. Fast forward to the
21st century, and the technical innovation hasn't stopped. But there's a lot more than just
choppers in the mix. Examples: The Harley-Davidson racing team adds a seventeen-year-old
girl to the roster. 250,000 people help celebrate Harley's 100th anniversary in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. And a museum devoted to the company's products opens up. Clearly, this is a
company unlike any other. How did Harley do it? How did it go from making motorcycles to
creating a Harley experience that puts hundreds of thousands of people aged sixteen to one
hundred on the road traveling to events each year where they can meet company officials and
other Harley riders? That's what this book is all about. In addition, the author offers special
features that include a look at the colorful people associated with Harley, interesting trivia, a
Harley-Davidson time line, a focus on products, a look at how the company treats its workers,
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what its detractors have to say, and where the company is headed. Honda may match HarleyDavidson for quality and perhaps innovation, but no one has matched the company for its
ability to create 'buzz marketing' and turn casual riders into unofficial sales people. HarleyDavidson, it turns out, isn't just in the motorcycle business. As its mission statement points out,
it's in the business of fulfilling dreams. This book documents how Harley-Davidson is a rare
company in other ways: Its loyal workforce, for one thing, is guided by principles like trust and
respect for the individual. For another, the company has made a superb effort to keep jobs in
the United States, when it would be far cheaper and easier to use offshore labor. Teetering on
the brink of bankruptcy in the early 1980s, Harley has roared back to capture the hearts of
riders the world over, including the million-plus members of the Harley Owners Group
(members are known, naturally, as HOGs). Harley-Davidson—a company that changed, and is
changing, the world.
This book examines the reported criminal behavior of the entire spectrum of 1% biker clubs
and members. It identifies the clubs whose members have been involved in criminal behavior
and classifies their behaviors as individual, group, or club- sponsored/condoned behavior.
While other books examine the criminal exploits of one or more of what are called the "Big
Five" biker clubs because of their size and sophistication, or the sensational crimes of lesser
known 1% biker clubs or club members, this book pays attention to the criminal activities of
individuals, groups and chapters of other clubs as well. The book is based on journalistic
accounts and autobiographies of former and present members of biker clubs,
academic/scholarly works, law enforcement/government reports, articles from newspapers and
biker web sites, and a content analysis of federal and state court cases regarding bikers and
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motorcycle clubs. Text enhanced with numerous photos and figures.
Provides an overview of the history and development of Harley-Davidson motorcycles, their
main features, and motorcycle competitions.
Counterculture, while commonly used to describe youth-oriented movements during the 1960s,
refers to any attempt to challenge or change conventional values and practices or the
dominant lifestyles of the day. This fascinating three-volume set explores these movements in
America from colonial times to the present in colorful detail. "American Countercultures" is the
first reference work to examine the impact of countercultural movements on American social
history. It highlights the writings, recordings, and visual works produced by these movements
to educate, inspire, and incite action in all eras of the nation's history. A-Z entries provide a
wealth of information on personalities, places, events, concepts, beliefs, groups, and practices.
The set includes numerous illustrations, a topic finder, primary source documents, a
bibliography and a filmography, and an index.
Through an in-depth introduction to organized crime and its control in Canada, this thoughtprovoking text seeks to answer the question, is there a distinctive Canadian version of
organized crime? By exploring and critically analyzing definitions, case studies, theories,
research, criminal justice policies, and enforcement approaches, this engaging volume will help
students understand the complex nature of Canadian organized crime and its varied treatment
in academic literature, popular culture, and government policies. Drawing on more than 25
years of research, Stephen Schneider identifies the historical and contemporary factors that
contribute to the creation and proliferation of organized criminal activities in this country. In the
process, he dispels the enduring myths and chronic misinformation that have engulfed this
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topic for so many years. Emphasizing an active learning approach that includes numerous
case studies, critical thinking questions, a bibliography of relevant readings, and a companion
website, this comprehensive volume is the perfect classroom resource for Canadian students
in courses on organized crime.
Donny Petersen, who studied privately with Harley-Davidson engineers, shares practical
knowledge and street-wise tips in the fifth volume of his unauthorized guide on the best
motorcycle maker in the world. Written in straightforward language, this guide can help even a
motorcycle novice to become an expert mechanic by following Donnys step-by-step
instructions. Whether youre looking for detailed service procedures such as fitting engine
bearings or simple tips on maintenance, Donny is eager to share the expertise hes stockpiled
on the Shovelhead over the last forty years. Donny shares real stories so you can find
solutions to whatever is ailing your Shovelhead. Resolve teething problems, troubleshoot
problematic aspects of the engine, and fix whatever comes up with various models. Gear
ratios, torque multiplication, and H-D and aftermarket tools of the day are prominent in the
guide, which even includes information on tools Donny invented himself to make your life
easier. Get the specifications for tightening all the Shovelhead fasteners and adjustments to
mechanisms on various models. In his usual forthright manner, Donny makes technical issues
understandable, interspersing explanations with entertaining stories about the hard core
lifestyle that comes with being a Harley rider.
The former director of communications at Harley-Davidson and one of the most sought-after
speakers in the world reveals his exhilarating, innovative approach to creating customer loyalty
and marketplace dominance. Ken Schmidt is a wanted man. His role in transforming HarleyPage 10/14
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Davidson Motor Company—one of the most celebrated corporate success stories in history—led
business leaders all over the world to seek his guidance. After all, how many companies can
get their customers to tattoo their logo on their arms? After having worked with more than one
thousand companies worldwide, Schmidt is ready to share the secrets that spurred HarleyDavidson’s remarkable turnaround. An avid motorcycle enthusiast, Schmidt harnessed his
passion for riding to create his famed Noise Cubed Trilogy—the three questions he asks every
one of his clients. They assess a company’s positioning, competitiveness, and reputation, and
are the key ingredients for any successful corporation: What do the customers your business
served yesterday say about your business when they’re talking about you to prospective
customers? What do you want them to say? What are you doing to get them to say it? In Make
Some Noise, Schmidt shares his full-throttle approach for businesses and individuals alike.
Anyone looking to become more competitive and grow customer loyalty can learn from the
case studies and experiences he shares. From a nondescript heavy construction company, to
the most high-end “luxury” gas station in America, to Apple, and to his own personal
landscaper, Schmidt illustrates how the answers to his trio of questions will yield a course of
action to stand out in today’s marketplace.
There are three truths: 1.) Heaven does exist, and I was there. 2.) Jesus is real, and I saw him,
and he is love. 3.) Prayer does work because I'm alive.
Gangland is a non-fiction book on the growing gang epedemic in America. The book focuses
on the history and evolution of gangs over the past 150 years, how to recognize and identify
gangs and gang activity, and programs and steps that can be taken to combat gangs and limit
their influence. The book also gives an in-depth look at the the most common street gangs
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found in America today. The writer's goal is to educate prents, school officials, and church
leaders to be able to recognize gang activity in the early stages so that preventive steps can be
taken.
The Oxford Handbook of Consumption consolidates the most innovative recent work
conducted by social scientists in the field of consumption studies and identifies some of the
most fruitful lines of inquiry for future research. It begins by embedding marketing in its global
history, enmeshed in various political, economic, and social sites. From this embedded
perspective, the book branches out to examine the rise of consumer culture theory among
consumer researchers and parallel innovative developments in sociology and anthropology,
with scholarship analyzing the roles that identity, social networks, organizational dynamics,
institutions, market devices, materiality, and cultural meanings play across a wide variety of
applications, including, but not limited to, brands and branding, the sharing economy, tastes
and preferences, credit and credit scoring, consumer surveillance, race and ethnicity, status,
family life, well-being, environmental sustainability, social movements, and social inequality.
The volume is unique in the attention it gives to consumer research on inequality and the focus
it has on consumer credit scores and consumer behaviors that shape life chances. The volume
includes essays by many of the key researchers in the field, some of whom have only recently,
if at all, crossed the disciplinary lines that this volume has enabled. The contributors have tried
to address several key questions: What motivates consumption and what does it mean to be a
consumer? What social, technical, and cultural systems integrate and give character to
contemporary consumption? What actors, institutions, and understandings organize and
govern consumption? And what are the social uses and effects of consumption?
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Provides an introduction to the law enforcement officers known as motorcycle police, including
their history, functions, responsibilities, training, equipment, and the criminals they target.
Dueling Identities examines the contradictions facing the Christian biker in regard to conflicting
culture norms and values, while exploring how the Christian biker identity is developed and
maintained.
Gary Marting grew up with an abusive father, and outside school, he mixed with the wrong
crowd. Eventually, he began abusing alcohol, and one time, he came dangerously close to
teaming up with a friend to commit a felony. After a dismal record in high school, no colleges
would accept him. Knowing all that, it would seem like hed be the last person to make
something of himself, but somehow, he became an intelligence officer during the Vietnam War
and then achieved his dream of becoming an FBI agent. In Whats Life Without a Dream?, he
looks back at his difficult childhood, including how he overcame childhood bullying, as well as
what led him to join the Air Force and his role in the war. Marting could have easily allowed his
life to unfold in a different direction. But with determination and grit, he climbed over obstacles
and never once gave up on his dream. Join Marting as he examines how he beat the odds,
met his wife by sheer chance in Las Vegas, and made his mark as an FBI agent catching
federal fugitives and solving white-collar crimes.
From movie stars to GIs, Hell’s Angels to police officers, bikers who want to enhance their
image ride a Harley-Davidson. The story of this company is remarkable. It conquered the world
and survived the ravages of depression, mass imports, and takeover. 200 beautiful large-size
photos and a lively text capture the excitement of these magnificent machines, including the
classic 1950s Electra Glide, and the latest XL.
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Tells how managers of the once-ailing motorcycle company restored it to financial
sucess through transforming work methods and fending off foreign competition
Digital convergence is redefining industries, and putting information, knowledge and
collaboration at the heart of strategic leadership and management. In the face of such
change it is those leaders who can ‘orchestrate’ a complex network of employees,
customers and suppliers in a single ongoing learning experience that will succeed.
Exploring four learning roles for customers (information acquirer; explorer; performer;
inventor) and orchestrators (conductor; architect; auctioneer; promoter), Business
Orchestration provides a strategic view of how to harness digital convergence by
mobilizing and integrating the resources of other companies to create business value.
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